
Construction material Proven durability and reliability
Mountain bike geometry for off-road use as well as on-road. It should handle well off-road but be comfortable for the long haul.

Orange P7 - new model has 130mm-travel-fork-corrected geometry so is actually quite unsuitable.
On-One Inbred - Made from their DN6 steel (not as strong as reynolds 853 tubing). They do make an 853 Inbred on limited supply.
On-One 456 - Might not be suitable geometry for touring- slightly slacker than the Inbred.
Rocky Mountain Blizzard / Hammer - Have rack mounts. Surly 4x4 Thorn Raven (Rohlhoff designed) Kona Lava Dome
Kona Explosif - has rack mounts. Cove Handjob - Doesn't have rack mounts
Specialized Rockhopper/Stumpjumper (older models) Merlin Rock Lobster 9853 has no rack mounts)
Marin Eldridge Grade (older ones)

Bike
Frame
The frame has got to be the toughest most bomb-proof mother out there. Criteria include:

Construction Material
Steel is better-suited for hard-tails because they have a longer design-life. It will flex a lot more than alumininum, giving it better shock
absorbtion properties. This means a more durable bike, and a more comfortable ride.

Touring outside of the West means that all welders will be steel only. There are very few aluminium welders. This means that a serious tour
round the world will need a steel-framed bike as a matter of necessity.

Aluminum gets fatigue cracks, where every successive stress adds a microscopic amount to pre-existing imperfections. These grow into
larger cracks which one day cause the whole thing to break if you have a large impact or something. It's unfortunate, but every single
aluminum machine will eventually break if you use it long enough. So the crack may or may not be obvious. This is why rock climbers say to
never use a climbing carabiner again if it has been dropped on a hard floor, because you can't see the crack and you don't know when it will
fail.

A good thing to check on steel frames are cracks in the paint around lugs and dropouts. Sometimes in the case of fatigue of the metal, the
cracks in the paint will look like parallel hairline cracks.

Another "test" is to climb a steep hill out of the saddle in a big gear... torque on your bars hard while putting heavy pressure on the pedals. If 
anything is cracking or loose you'll definitely hear it creaking then and you'll feel excessive flex. Of course it could be the bars or the wheels 
but you probably know what that sounds/feels like.

Close inspection of a frame is critical when considering buying a used frame/bike. Ask questions about whether it's been raced and/or 
crashed, and be suspect of any cracks in the paint, dents in the tubing, or a new paint job.

Suitable Steel frames

Bize sizing
Standover height.

When standing over the top tube of the bike, the participant should have approximately 3 4" (75 - 100mm) gap between the top tube and the
participants' crotch.

Saddle position.

The saddle should be at a height where the participants knee is able to be pushed backwards (The leg can be straightened by the participant)
when sitting on the saddle with both heels on the pedals, and one pedal is at its lowest position. When completing this, the participant's hip 
should not raise up.

Bike length.

The participant should be able to reach the handlebars easily with both hands whilst sitting on the saddle. The angle between body and 
straight arms should not be more than 90°. Female p articipants especially find that a stretched out position is awkward.

Initial look over.

Is the bike suitable for the terrain? Is equipment falling off, or too rusty to be adjusted? Are the saddle, seatpin and stem correctly 
proportioned to the frame size? Is the bike able to be carried if the ride could involve carrying?

Components
General considerations
It's a big topic, setting a bike up for touring, but here are a few thoughts (taken from an email I wrote to the guy who bought my Rockhopper 
who asked for some advice):

If you're going further afield than Europe, you'll need to make sure you setup is as reliable as possible because you wont find any spares
around. So, hubs/headset/cranks/BB need to be really reliable ones - Chris King headset, Hope hubs are as good as they get if you can
budget for them. I'd stick to a Shimano drivetrain because you'll find replacement parts a lot easier to come by - a full Shimano Deore LX
drivetrain will do fine, or XT if you want to save some weight (not really worth it in my opinion). Replace your chain every 3000km or so -
works out much cheaper than wearing your cassette and chainrings out with a worn-out chain. I'd stick with V-brakes for touring, or possibly a
front mechanical disk (such as Avid) and rear V-brake if you're going to do anything hardcore (Himalayas, off-road, hideous conditions etc).
Seat post, bars, stem, brake levers & shifters, and other finishing kit are all much of a muchness in my opinion. Your saddle is probably the
most important thing cos you'll be doing a lot of sitting on it - most tourers swear by Brooks saddles. Make sure your wheels are up to the
extra weight of panniers if you're going down that route - Sun Rhynolite rims are good, get 36-spoke wheels handbuilt (Merlin are good) if you
can. Schwalbe Marathon XR tyres are ubiquitous (some report 20,000 miles on a single pair). Bar ends will come in useful if you're going to
hilly areas. Make sure you take spares and know how to fit them, and have the tools to do so. Prevention is better than cure when it comes to
maintenance, so service your bike regularly rather than waiting for something to break. If going to Asia, I'd probably put some short-travel
(~80-100mm) suspension forks on the front (coil spring, older Fox Forx Vanilla models would be good), and a suspension seatpost.

Out There Biking (http://www.out-there-biking.com/bike-preparation.html) has come up with pretty much identical ideas to us in terms of 
maintenance/reliability/suitability (they also recommend the Inbred and P7, funnily enough). They suggest a 11-32/34 cassette block at the
back (especially SRAM), with a 22 tooth granny ring for the bigger climbs, and fitting Shimano-compatible drivetrain components wherever 
possible for worldwide begging/stealing/borrowing. They also have great things to say about Rohloff hubs - maybe worth investigating these
further.



Fox Vanilla RL - 2005 and previous have v-brake bosses, lockout, preset 100mm travel
Magura Odur 2007 - 100m travel, V-Brake bosses, designed for touring, heavy duty build, coil sprung, lockout (~£200)
Rockshox Dart 3 - a bit on the cheap side at ~£100 - would they be durable enough? Probably not... but you never know

Forks: 100mm is ideal, coil spring a necessity

Headset: Chris King (http://www.chrisking.com) 
Rims:Sun Rhynolyte (http://www.mtbr.com/reviews/Rim/product_22623.shtml) Best in mtbr reviews on average for Sun rims 
marginally beating the Sun Mammoth.
Wheels: handbuilt, DT Swiss double butted spokes (or equivalent hardcore), at least 36 spokes if not 40.
Hubs: Hope XC Hubs (http://www.mtbr.com/reviews/Hub/product_87884.shtml) , Chris King, or hub generators for lights? Hope
3-piece hubs shite according to bike shop owner, about 20% returned under warranty, 40% replaced outside warranty, so go for 
Shimano XT as they're never returned.
Tyres: Schwalbe Marathon XR (http://schwalbetires.com/node/166/ok) plus some knobbly ones for off-road sections - e.g. 
Continental Vertical Pro or Vapor Models (http://www.conti-tyres.co.uk/conticycle/ti%20vertical05.shtml) 
Brakes: XT Mechanical Disc or Avid Mechanical Disc brakes (http://www.chainreactioncycles.com/Models.aspx?ModelID=2617) and 
levers (http://www.chainreactioncycles.com/Models.aspx?ModelID=1192) . Perhaps V-brakes (Avid or LX) for easier maintenance or
as backup, or in combination. Hydraulic discs are a no, as a multi-hour descent will cause enough heat to blow the hydraulic
lines/lock brakes on, unless resevoir has a travel dial.
Chainset/Drivetrain/Gears: XT
(http://cycle.shimano-eu.com/catalog/cycle/products/group.jsp?FOLDER%3C%3Efolder_id=2534374302040610&ASSORTMENT%3C%3East_id=1408474395181426&bmUID=1158931831891
or LX (cheaper but lower build quality, XT rear mech has bronze bushings so about 5x more durable)
Pedals: Shimano
(http://cycle.shimano-eu.com/catalog/cycle/products/family.jsp?FOLDER%3C%3Efolder_id=2534374302041034&ASSORTMENT%3C%3East_id=1408474395181426&bmUID=1158932133766
M324 (platform/SPD reversible) or crank brothers (http://www.crankbrothers.com/eggbeater_mxr.php) , plus flat pedals as backup
Saddle: Brooks (http://www.brookssaddles.com/brooksengland.html) touring saddle

IceBike (http://www.icebike.org/) - a website dedicated to winter cycling

Nokian (http://www.nokiantyres.com/bike/winter/index.html) Hakkapeliitta W240 (highly rated for all snow/ice offroading)
Nokian Mount & Ground W160 (not so good on ice)

How to make home made studded tyres [2] (http://www.icebike.org/Equipment/tires.htm) 

Gators around headset, forks, hub to stop dust/ dirt getting in, minimise maintenance.
Rubber tyres wear quicker in the heat Check tyre nobbles for any that have worn off exposing under-skin of tyre, reinforce behind 
area with spare bit of tyre or innertube or replace tyre.

Possibilities

Handlebars
The bars have to be able to be used for off-roading, but must be comfortable for all touring situations. Dropped bars are no good for off-road,
so they're out. Straight bars may cause an uncomfortable riding position and offer little variation. A number of hand positions would be best,
so riser bars with bar-ends would be comfortable, offer good control and be suitable for flat/roads, off-road sections, and climbing. Bar-ends
could be removed and sold to lose weight if necessary. Butterfly bars would have all of these benefits plus extra hand positions for comfort,
but a bit more weight would be added [1] (http://www.bikeforums.net/archive/index.php/t-148848.html) - however they are praised by many 
and becoming more popular.

Discussions at Sheldon Brown (http://www.sheldonbrown.com/deakins/handlebars.html) and the CTC
(http://www.ctc.org.uk/DesktopDefault.aspx?TabID=3812) .

Climatic Variations
Winter

The must have item is a good set of lights, as winter brings 
also darkness. Loads of snow and ice means different tyres

may be a good idea (if only one, make it the front one so you can steer properly). Some standard off-road ones perform well at low air
pressures, and there are a number of specialized studded tyres available:

Fenders 
(mudguards)

are also a good idea so your kit doesn't get covered in slush. Cheap plastic ones
may snap in extreme cold. Spray the underside with WD40 to stop snow buildup. Zefal are recommended by IceBike.

Water bottles will freeze quickly, so put 
them in the cage upside down so the nozzle

freezes last. Fill with hot water at the start of the day. Bladders may be OK for longer, but blow air back through the tube after drinking to stop
the tube freezing up.

Ni-Cad batteries will perform almost as well in the cold as otherwise. Other types will suffer more. A hub generator [3]
(http://www.peterwhitecycles.com/schmidt-lumotec.asp) might be worth looking into.

Summer/Heat

Panniers or a trailer?
A long-debated issue. Price for all components involved would be approximately equal.

Opinions:
"Panniers become an integral part of the bike, trailer remains a dead weight hanging on the back of the bike" Depends on the trailer or 
panniers in particular - also, is this a bad thing?

"More difficult to transport/store as you have 2 vehicles rather than one." Benefits outweigh this disadvantage significantly - how much 
transporting are we going to be doing?

"Weight is spread over 3 wheels so less likelihood you'll blow a tyre or break a wheel."

"Trailers like BOB clones can fold into their own bag making them easier to carry and stow."

"Trailers IMO make the bike easier to steer." Handling is a big deal, this is what attracts me to the trailer idea

"Trailers can be jackknifed so the bike will stand up on its own. Yes you can carry more but you don't have to." So no kickstand needed...

"Yes BOB trailers are good but wont fold into their own bag - try TW Bents from Taiwan - collapsible, as strong as a BOB and fold down to fit 
in a backpack, bikebox or carry-on luggage." Not really applicable in our case

"Trailers are a fecking nightmare in sand and when it comes to pushing up steep hills. I found it impossible to push effectively while not 
catching my heels on the trailer (a BOB Yak)." Boo hoo, if you're pushing a bike you aren't going to be happy anyway

"Personally, I really like cycling with a Bob, I find the lower centre of gravity makes for a more enjoyable cycling experience, except for 
downhill, when I find it disconcerting the way a heavily loaded trailer can have a life of its own. I also like having all my kit in one bag, it makes 
personal organisation much easier (why oh why can I never remember which bag I put my waterproofs?). I know the total load is heavier than



Carradice (http://www.carradice.co.uk/) Super C - British, excellent reputation, cheaper than Ortlieb
Ortlieb (http://www.ortlieb.de) - German, excellent reputation, but more expensive Altura Jandd Karrimor Vaude

Handlebar bag
Make your own [4] (http://www.backpacking.net/makegear/panniers/index.html) 

Blackburn (Al Humphreys broke one fairly quickly) Tortec Tubus Old Man Mountain

Tubus Swing (Good for suspension forks) Old Man Mountain. Blackburn Low Rider.

BOB Yak or Ibex (UK distributor [5] (http://www.amba-marketing.com/contact.php) )
Extrawheel [6] (http://www.extrawheel.com/index_en.php) - looks brilliant!
Monoporter [7] (http://www.weber-products.de/monoporter/index.html) 
Kool Mule/Wilderbeast [8] (http://www.koolstop.com/trailers/index.php) 
Build one [9] (http://www.carryfreedom.com/bamboo.html) 

Parktool (http://www.parktool.com/repair/) Comprehensive repair and service instructions for mountain bikes

Bungee through spokes Elastic bands/velcro (ski ties?) holding brakes on Leave bike in the highest gear possible!!!
Kickstand so you can leave it in view Loosen rear wheel QR (evil)

Use clipless pedals Get a QR seatpost bolt and take the saddle with you/put it on backwards
Use a cable lock to secure to inanimate object/wheel-to-frame
Use a seat-post bag and bar bag for valuables, keep them with you Don't make it look valuable!

Brazil China Peru (highway robbers) New Zealand (campsites) Mexico (machete-wielding thieves)
Russia (whilst wild camping) Mongolia (at night by a horse)

On One - brant@onone.co.uk - 07967 673 709 Surly - derby@surlybikes.com Dialled Bikes
Dialled Bikes http://www.dialledbikes.com Cannondale - Servicedeskeurope@cannondale.com - +41614879380

Giant - info@giant-bicycles.co.uk - 00441159775900 Trek -
Orange - - 01422311113 Santa Cruz - info@santacruzbicycles.co.uk - 831.459.7560 Gore-Tex - - +441506460123
Crank Brothers - info@crankbrothers.com Gore - Hope - info@hopetechnology.com - 01282 851200
Iron Horse - - 1.632.232.9259 Kona - info@paligapltd.co.uk Litespeed - Norco -
Rocky Mountain - Rocky Mountain Bicycles

Scott - Spesh - SRAM - USE - Club Roost - Condor - DMR -

with panniers, but somehow I find that it 'feels' lighter." ...which is the most important thing in reality

"Another plus for a trailer is for when you want to travel and mountain bike. Its very nice to be able to just unhitch the trailer when needed, 
then just zip off to follow a trail." This is a Big Deal, we're going to want to hit some trails eventually

"Another plus for a trailer is if you are cycling with people of varying abilities and strengths. With trailers, it allows extra kit to be carried by the 
stronger riders on any given day. Ok, thats possible with panniers too, but its a more complex operation, especially if everyones pannier is 
full." A small point but worthy of consideration

Panniers & Racks
Panniers would involve rear and front racks, bar bags, the panniers themselves, and careful balancing of weight. The extra weight would
decrease the life of components and worsen the handling of the bike - a problem if going off-road regularly. Low-rider pannier-racks reduce
the centre of gravity of the bike making it more stable (Old Man Mountain).

Standard set of panniers - average 65 litres. Lash an extra holdall on top to increase capacity 30-50 litres.

Panniers

Rear Racks

Front Racks
Note: Take spare bolts!

Trailer
A trailer would be more flexible as it could be easily removed for day-trips etc, when combined with a bar bag/seatpost bag/small front
panniers. It would take the weight of our luggage off the frame of the bike and alleviate the extra wear that panniers would bring.
Single-wheeled trailers would also massively improve the handling of the bike. Trailers can be used with full suspension bikes. Problems with
some trailers include broken spokes & extra frame-wear.

Possibilities

External Links

Security
Cyclists are probably lucky as a profesional thief targets the best returns - which is the tourists. Cyclists are seen as poor people.

Ways of securing a bike
How to deter an opportunistic thief when your back is turned (a couple of minutes max):

For 
longer periods of time (e.g. overnight):

Reported bike thieves in these countries

Bike Companies Information
Contact Info

1322 Cliveden Ave. Delta BC
Canada V3M

6G4

Phone: 
(604) 527-9993 Fax:

(604) 527-9977
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